MANIFESTO

I, Prem Shinde (150020037), contesting for the post of Photography and Fine Arts Secretary if elected, propose to do the following:

**Initiatives**

- Conduct a photowalk session for the hostelites
- Create a Flashback of all major GCs and intra-hostel events per semester
- Create a 3D H7 logo at mess entrance

**Photography GC**

- Rules and guidelines of all photography events will be updated on the notice board as well as Facebook groups
- Ensure maximum participation from the hostel and best photographers are involved in the GC
- Ensure that all the entries are uploaded well before the deadline

**Fine Arts GC**

- Ensure that all the feasible material requirements of the participants are fulfilled
- Ensure maximum participation from the hostel in these GCs

**Maintenance**

- Ensure that all the photography related equipment are available when required
- Ensure that all the stationary and Fine Art related materials are there well before the GC

**General responsibilities**

- Ensure that the photo corner is regularly updated with pictures and all major events and GCs are pictured
- Coordinate with the web and comp secretaries to ensure that the hostel website is regularly updated with pictures
- Coordinate with the Institute Photography and Fine Arts Secretary to get regular updates regarding photography workshops
- Provide full support in organizing events like Valfi, 7up and PAF
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